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Executive Summary 
 
The objective of this plan is to provide the Westford 
Bridge Private Nature Reserve Board with management 
guidelines and recommendations to maintain and 
conserve the biodiversity and integrity of the Reserve. 
 
Large woody alien invader plant species have been 
successfully controlled. This plan makes provision for 
follow up operations necessary to maintain the success 
achieved to date. These operations will take place 
during a two week period in February every year. 
 
Significant work has been carried out in the past to 
establish firebreaks and blocks to manage veld fires. 
Recommendations are made not only to continue with 
this work, but also to focus on the protection of fixed 
assets. 
 
The road and footpath network is considered adequate. 
Maintenance of the current structures is important to 
prevent damage and erosion. 
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Introduction 
 
 
This Management Plan has been prepared for the period 2013-2018 in 
response to a request from the Board of Trustees (hereinafter referred to as 
the Board) of the Westford Bridge Private Nature Reserve (WBPNR), to 
update the previous Management Plan (2006-2011) prepared by Wessels 
(2006).  
 
The plan is composed of three sub management plans each seamlessly 
integrating with each other viz. fire, alien invasive plant species and road 
network. These management plans maintain a close reference with all 
previous plans, studies and audits conducted in the past, and reflected in the 
reference list.  
 
Previous authors and planners have drafted practical and effective 
management units for the construction of firebreaks and the management of 
veld in the WBPNR. These will not be changed in this plan and will continue to 
form the basis of the prescriptions and recommendations as well as the 
Annual Plan of Operations (APO) compiled by the Board. 
 
The Board will appoint an Advisory Group to make recommendations, advise 
on policy and management issues and by arrangement to facilitate the 
prescriptions made in this Plan. 
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1. Alien Invasive Plant Species Management Plan 
 

1.1 Introduction  
Alien invasive plants (AIP’s) were one of the major threats to the maintenance 
of biodiversity on the Westford Bridge Private Nature Reserve (WBPNR) at its 
inception. Consequent to this, management has diligently executed the 
prescriptions set out in management plans drawn up by Wessels (2002 & 
2006). It was very satisfying to note that, with the exception of a few odd 
invasive alien trees kept for aesthetic purposes, all large woody AIP’s have 
been successfully cleared from the property. However regular follow up is 
essential to maintain this status.  
 
 

1.2 Objectives   
The primary objectives of the Alien Invasive Plant Species Management Plan 
are as follows: 
 

 Conserve the natural biodiversity of the WBPNR as a dynamic and 
viable ecosystem. 
 

 Maintain the present cleared status by eradicating AIP’s that 
germinate from buried seed stores or resprout from cut stumps. 
 

 Control alien invader plant species that spread from neighbouring 
properties; 
 

 Comply with the regulations as defined in the Conservation of 
Agricultural Resources Act (43 of 1983); 
 

 

1.3 Veld Management  
The dominant vegetation in the WBPNR is fynbos that over millennia has adapted 
to survive the sporadic and recurrent incidence of fire.   The life cycles of all the 
naturally occurring organisms in the fynbos biome are integrally bound to fire. In 
many cases many of these organisms would not be able to exist without fire. It 
should be noted though that plants and animals in the fynbos have evolved to 
respond to very specific frequencies, seasons and intensities of fire.  

Protected areas of fynbos, such as in the WBPNR, appear as “islands” or 
“fragments” in a landscape that is largely comprised of agricultural, plantation 
forestry or residential land. These developed areas are a frequent source of 
ignition and wild fires occur regularly in the area – more frequently than they would 
have in the past.  Frequent and uncontrolled fires can have major impacts on 
these “islands” of fynbos. Two of the most critical impacts of frequent wildfires are 
the reduction of species diversity and the spread of woody AIP’s. 
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Fire does not spread readily within the moist and evergreen conditions of the 
Afromontane forest.  Fynbos fires can, however, encroach on the fringes of the 
forest killing off pioneer species. Too frequent burning of these fringes can 
eventually cause the forest perimeter to shrink. 

Broadly speaking, there are two main types of fynbos found in the southern Cape, 
viz. Coastal Fynbos and Mountain Fynbos. Avierinos and Grange (1997) 
identified four distinct communities based on slope aspect and moisture in the 
WBPNR viz.: 

 Northern slopes and plateau – Leucadendron salignum 
community; 

 Southern slopes – Erica formosa community; 

 Eastern slopes – Erica copiosa and E. cannaliculata; 

 Moist areas – Brunia nodiflora – community. 
 
However these communities are not necessarily the original communities 
which occurred here a few centuries ago. All these communities are devoid of 
most long lived obligate reseeders such most of the Protea species and some 
Leucodendron species. This is due to repetition of fires on a too short 
frequency (less than 7 years). Areas used for pastures are often burnt on an 
even shorter frequency advantaging grass species as noted on the eastern 
areas of the reserve.  
 
The practice of brush cutting fynbos leads to the loss of both species that use 
canopy seed storage as well as those that use soil seed storage giving 
resprouters an unfair advantage. The seedlings of obligate reseeding species 
(adults are killed by fire and/ or brush cutting) using canopy seed storage 
cannot compete with the existing resprouting vegetation. They can germinate 
easily in the ash bed left after a fire with little competition from resprouters. 
Many myrmecochorous species (those that get ants to bury their seeds as a 
protection against fire) actually need hot fires and/or smoke to stimulate 
germination. Thus brush cutting is not recommended as many species are 
disadvantaged leading to a loss of biodiversity.  
 

 

1.4 Veld Management Units  
As the WBPNR has already eradicated the large presence of AIP’s very 
effectively, it is now only necessary to keep the reserve free of these alien 
species. We consider that it will only be necessary to sweep the reserve on an 
annual basis to detect any AIP’s that may have resprouted, germinated from 
stored seed or spread from neighbouring properties. Those AIP’s emerging in 
the fire breaks will be removed on a 6 monthly basis at the same time as the 
belts are maintained. The removal of AIP’s in belts is thus dealt with in the 
Fire Management Plan. The removal of AIP’s in the management units 
(blocks) will be a once off operation. All blocks will be treated at the same 
time. It is suggested that this operation take place in February each year. This 
will ensure that the blocks are clear of AIP’s should it be necessary to burn a 
specific block or combination thereof in late March to early April (the ideal 
burning season). If, however it is observed that AIP’s are more than a meter 
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tall and fairly abundant after good rains, another sweep of the blocks should 
be organised during August/September. 
 
The ideal way to execute the follow up operations is to sweep areas in a line 
with persons about 10 m apart. When an AIP is spotted it can be dealt with 
according to the best method for that species. The area covered in a day will 
depend on various factors such as the ruggedness of the terrain, the age and 
type of vegetation, the density of AIP’s, the method of control as well as the 
number of persons available. We have estimated that it would take 
approximately seven days for a team of six workers to complete a full sweep 
of the reserve. 
 
The following observations and information concerning the vegetation and 
AIP’s noted in 2013 during May and June are guidelines and can be used to 
determine which methods should be planned for during an operation e.g. 
whether it is necessary to have an arboricide for treatment of coppicing tree 
stumps or not. 
 
 
Block 1 (23 ha): Dominant age 15 years. 
Leucadendron and Erica type fynbos of varying ages.  
Ridge in NW part is forming a forest and probably won’t burn easily. May be 
older than 20 years. 
Portion above plot 1 and below path needs to be managed. Quite a lot of 
dead material needs to be removed. Perhaps leave to turn into forest or slash 
larger woody shrubs on a five year rotation. Note that this will densify typical 
sprouters such as Searsia lucida, Diospyros dicrophylla and Leucodendron 
eucalyptifolium on edge in kloof. Brunsvigia orientalis, Passerina, Metalasia 
muricata, Chrysanthemoides monilifera and Leucospermum are also found in 
this area. 
Young fynbos between the south boundary firebreak and south road has been 
recently slashed.  A 5m band of predominantly Ericas occurs along the 
boundary firebreak. Brunsvigia orientalis, Passerina spp, Metalasia muricata, 
Chrysanthemoides monilifera, Leucospermum, Leucodendron salignum, 
Psoralea, Pteridium aquilinum, Stoebe (slangbos) and Phylica are common in 
this section. Where material has been stacked, open patches or Helichrysum 
petiolare clumps are evident.  
SW corner:  old wet hygrophilous fynbos with Laurophylus capensis, Searsia 
lucida, Virgilia oroboides, Psoralea, Metalasia muricata, Pteridium aquilinum, 
Chrysanthemoides monilifera, Protea cynaroides, Phylica. Probably >20 yrs 
old. Spread of AIP’s from neighbours is already a problem. 
The fynbos in the rest of block 1, either side of porcupine ridge, is an older 
version of young slashed area becoming shorter as one goes east. Erica 
sessiliflora quite common. This is a very interesting serotinous Erica species 
which is a rare strategy in the Ericaceae. The vegetation opens up half way 
down porcupine ridge. Odd Euclea undulata scattered in this section. Tall 
Agathosma capensis were found on the forest edge near plot 37 
Large Eucalyptus trees on the northern boundary of the block, at the picnic 
site should be removed (see Note 9 in Fire Management Plan)  
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Block subject to alien infestation from properties to the south and west, 
monitor regularly. Lots of young wattles were noted on the edge in the SW 
corner. Pull out now. 
 
Block 2 (5 ha): Age estimation – 8 years. 
Burnt with most of Block 7 in 2005.  Same vegetation pattern as Block 5. 
Although not heavily invested with alien vegetation, the area still has to be 
swept.  
 
Block 3 (24 ha):  
This area is almost exclusively a salt marsh estuarine wetland. Road reserve 
has shrubby forest species interspersed with AIP’s.  
 
The wetland is clear of AIP’s.  The road edge is threatened as vehicles 
disperse seeds into the area. Remove AIP’s and monitor for reseeding AIP’s. 
  
Block 4 (3 ha). Age unknown  
Predominantly mature Leucadendron salignum fynbos with Phylica, Metalasia 
muricata, Passerina rigida and Protea cynaroides. Generally the block is 
becoming senescent resulting in an associated decrease in species diversity.  
This block is surrounded by indigenous forest that is expanding with forest 
tree species becoming well established on the edge.  
Path leading into forest needs barriers to control erosion. This path leads into 
dry expanding forest edge made up mainly of young Pterocelastrus 
tricuspidatus and Rapanea melanophloeos. 
Sweep area carefully for resprouting stumps particularly Eucalyptus species. 
 
Block 5 (7.7 ha). Age unknown 
The block consists of deeply dissected south facing ridges with steep east 
and west slopes. Previously this was a heavily infested area that has been 
successfully cleared within the last ten years. The vegetation is predominantly 
Leucadendron salignum and ericoid fynbos of varying between 5 and over 20 
years in age. Wetter slopes have forest species such as Searsia lucida, 
Virgilia oroboides and Laurophyllus capensis (ystermartiens) establishing in 
the fynbos and Virgilia oroboides is particularly well established in the north-
eastern section. 
. 
The ridges are drier but still have typical wet restioid fynbos. The following 
species dominate: Metalasia muricata, Passerina rigida, Leucodendron 
salignum, Erica speciosa and Erica canaliculata. Helichrysum petiolare 
(kooigoed) has taken over in disturbed patches. Veld has been burnt regularly 
in the past hence the total lack of obligate reseeders except in the wettest 
areas at the bottom of the valley. Protea cynaroides occurs sporadically 
(Difficult to age veld due to absence of obligate reseeding Proteaceae). Based 
on Protea cynaroides it is possibly 10 – 15 year old veld. Chrysanthemoides 
monilifera (bietou) abounds on all aspects  
Where AIP’s were removed in the recent past, regeneration is resprouting 
again. Need to pull them by hand or cut with slasher and poison. Particularly 
Eucalyptus regeneration. Some infestation of Acacia mearnsii (Black Wattle) 
species between 2-3 years of age observed. 
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Northern border a firebreak with regeneration/ seedlings of Eucalyptus 
microcorys or E. resinifera, Acacia melanoxylon and some Acacia mearnsii. 
Remove during fire break clearing. 
 
Block 6 (7.8 ha): Age unknown (estimated at least 10 – 15 years old). 
Similar species composition and vegetation to block 5 with Leucodendron 
salignum and ericoid species dominating at this stage. Intensive clearing 
operations have taken place with remnants of stacks still evident.  
Follow up clearing of especially resprouting tree stumps. Check particularly 
where brush was piled up. 
 
Block 7 (16 ha): Age estimation – 8 years.  
This area was burnt with Block 2 in 2005. 
Similar species composition and vegetation as block 5 with dry northern and 
moist southern aspects.  
The entire block should be swept for AIP’s with particular attention being paid 
to the western boundary where dense Pinus species occur on neighbouring 
property.  
 
Block 8 (7 ha): Age estimation 7- 10years 
Variably aged fynbos including Erica speciosa, Erica canaliculata, Erica 
formosa Searsia lucida, Passerina rigida, Chrysanthemoides monilifera, 
Leucadendron salignum and Brunia nodiflora.  
Sweep area for AIP’s 
 
Block 9 (< 2 ha). (invasives cut and slashed in 2009) 
Mainly mature restioid and Leucodendron salignum communities are found on 
disturbed soil and are in poor condition due to previous heavy AIP infestation. 
In the Fire Management plan it is suggested that this area be used as a buffer 
zone and burnt on a short rotation (Note 11). This is important as the adjacent 
neighbours have dense AIP’s along the boundaries with the WBPNR 
consisting of dense mature Eucalyptus microcorys, Eucalyptus diversicolor, 
Acacia melanoxylon and Acacia mearnsii.  
Sweep area for AIP’s at same time as belts are being maintained. 
 
Block 10 (2.4 ha): (invasives cut and slashed in 2009) 
Narrow steep southern slope along northern boundary. Hygrophilous fynbos 
(very wet) on slope with wetland in valley bottom, Tall fynbos with 
Leucadendron eucalyptifolium individuals older than 20 years indicating that 
patches of this block possibly had fewer or less intense fires in the past (too 
damp?). Gleichenia polypodioides (Kystervaring) in small patches as well as 
scattered Rapanea melanophloeos (Boekenhout) on low lying eastern section 
of the of the block.  
Neighbours AIP’s will be a continual source of invasion until their properties 
are cleared and kept alien free. 
Sweep for alien invasion, seedlings and regeneration. 
 
 Block 11 The Phantom Forest Eco Reserve  
The areas to the north and east of the main access road to the lodge above 
block 8 consist of very mature and senescent fynbos encouraged by the 
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owner. The owner wants to exclude fire on Phantom forest property.  Fire 
exclusion has contributed to the establishment of pioneer forest species such 
as Tarchonanthus orientalis and Buddleja saligna. To speed up the 
succession to forest it may be worthwhile to interplant other pioneer trees but 
they would have to be protected against browsing by especially bushbuck. As 
pointed out in the Fire Management Plan some of the senescent fynbos is 
situated on a hot and dry northern aspect and is thus highly combustible at 
this stage. This is a fire hazard and should be burned both from a fire 
protection and biodiversity point of view. If not burnt the large mature fynbos 
will have to be slashed purely as a protective measure. This will be addressed 
in the fire management plan as well.  
Generally few pioneer AIP’s can establish successfully under the closed 
canopy of a forest. However many alien trees do establish in forest gaps and 
along fringes. Also species such as Anredera cordifolia, commonly known as 
the Madeira vine are able to establish on the forest fringes. 
Carefully monitor forest gaps and fringes for AIP’s. Sweep senescent fynbos 
for AIP’s. 
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2. Fire Management Plan 
 

2.1 Introduction  
Veld fires, particularly wild veld fires, are recognized as the single most critical 
element that can impact on both the fixed assets and the vegetation in the 
WBPNR. Veld fires are a natural feature of the environment of the Western 
and southern Cape and therefore play a critical role in the management of the 
reserve. This plan will thus focus exclusively on the management of veld fires 
in the reserve.  
 
Prescriptions and recommendations also take into account the management 
of the woody alien invasive plant species (AIP’s) that occur on the reserve. 
 

2.2 Objectives of this Fire Management Plan  
The primary objectives of this plan are as follows: 
 

 Protect fixed assets, particularly homes, from the destructive 
effects of wild veld fire; 
 

 Maintain the indigenous vegetation, predominantly fire driven 
fynbos, in a viable and optimum state of species diversity; 
 

 Prevent the spread of alien woody invader plant species; 
 

 Comply with the regulations as defined in the National Veld and 
Forest Fire Act (101 of 1998). 

 

2.3 The National Veld and Forest Fire Act (101 of 1998) and        
relevance to Westford Bridge Private Nature Reserve  
The National Veld and Forest Fire Act (NVFFA) is the Act controlling, and 
regulating the management, prevention and suppression of veld fire in South 
Africa. 
The NVFFA applies to all landowners, tenants and managers that are 
responsible for managing land prone to veld fires. Certain aspects of the 
NVFFA have specific relevance to the WBPNR and these are listed below: 
 
2.3.1 Fire Protection Associations: 

Chapter 2 of the NVFFA provides for the establishment, registration, and 
management of Fire Protection Associations (FPA’s). Any landowner, as 
defined in the Act, may be associated with an FPA. The overall objective of 
Chapter 2 is to enable landowners to pool their resources and manage veld 
fires within their areas of concern. Veld fires do not respect boundaries, or 
office hours, and it is an obvious advantage if adjoining landowners all 
combine their resources with a common Fire Management goal.  

There are many other advantages for members of FPA’s such as for example 
the “presumption of negligence” clause. In terms of the NVFFA a landowner 
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from whose land a fire has spread and destroyed neighbouring property, is 
deemed to have been negligent unless the contrary is proved. A member of 
an FPA however is not regarded as negligent by virtue of their membership of 
the FPA (which means in effect that they, as members, would have taken 
reasonable steps to prevent a fire spreading from their property).   

 

2.3.2 Firebreaks 

In terms of section 12 and 14 every landowner must prepare and maintain a 
firebreak as determined in section 13.  Section 12(1) requires, amongst 
others, that landowners prepare and maintain firebreaks on the boundary of 
their land and any adjoining land.  Section 12(7) however makes provision for 
situations where the optimal firebreak position may not be along a common 
boundary but rather at a position that is agreed to by the respective adjoining 
landowners.  

Failure to prepare a firebreak is an offence in terms of section 25(3).  

 

2.3.3 Fire Fighting Preparedness 

There is a duty on landowners to have equipment, protective clothing, and 
trained personnel available in the eventuality that there may be a fire on their 
property (section 17).  Failure to meet this requirement is an offence in terms 
of section 25(4). 

 

2.3.4 Actions to Fight Fires 

Every owner must do everything in his power to stop the spread of fire from 
his land or that of adjoining land (section 18(1) (b).  Failure to do so is an 
offence in terms of section 25(5). 

 
 
 
 
 
  

Note 2: The WBPNR will continue to maintain the system of firebreaks 
and internal fire belts that currently exist. 

Note 1: It is thus recommended that the owners of the WBPNR ensure that 
they remain active members of the Southern Cape Fire Protection 
Association. 

Note 3: Recommendations to meet this requirement will be prescribed to 

meet the scale and spatial limitations posed by the WBPNR.  
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2.4 Veld Fire Management 
Veld fires are a frequent and natural occurrence in the southern Cape. Hot 
and dry summers, strong Berg winds in winter, and steep slopes, all combine 
to create ideal conditions for veld fires.   

The natural fynbos vegetation has adapted to survive fires. However, the 
protected fynbos of the WBPNR is exposed to severe disturbance along the 
boundaries from wildfires and AIP’s. 

The biodiversity, life and fixed assets of the WBPNR are at risk from these veld 
fires, unless, proactive Fire Management prescriptions are applied (proactive 
prescriptions essentially include prevention and protection activities that reduce the 
risk of a fire starting or spreading in the first place). Reactive activities, i.e. usually 
suppression activities deployed after a fire starts, carry a higher risk of loss, and, 
are significantly more expensive.  

 
2.4.1 Fire Season 

The WBPNR lies in the southern Cape in a transition zone between the 
Mediterranean climate in the west and the summer rainfall climate to the east. 
Furthermore since it lies on a shelf between the sea and the mountains it is 
largely influenced by a maritime climate. Weather is, as a result, variable with 
extremely hot days experienced during the summer months, followed by cold 
and wet days in winter. In winter however, when a high-pressure cell in the 
interior coincides with a coastal low, severely strong and very hot “berg winds” 
can occur.  
 
This highly variable climate means in effect that two distinct fire seasons can 
occur in the WBPNR. One extending from roughly mid October to the end of 
April – the Mediterranean type fire season, and then another from July to 
September when Berg Winds occur. 

The region that the WBPNR lies in is quite unique in that unpredictable wild 
fires, caused by human negligence, can in effect occur at any time of the year. 

 
2.4.2 Fire Frequency 

Fires are considered to be too frequent if the slowest maturing plant species is 
burnt before it has been able to reproduce. For example, if a Leucadendron 
species is the slowest to mature, then a fire should only take place after it has 
produced viable seeds. Most Fynbos practioners agree that reseeding plants 
should have produced seed for at least three years before being burnt (Anon 
2010).  A fire before all obligate reseeding species (those species killed by fire 
and relying solely on their seed bank stored in the soil or in the canopy) have 
produced and stored viable seeds are at risk of local extinction.  
 
On the other hand, long periods between fires could also lead to a reduction 
in diversity, as woody vegetation dominates and moribund plants will 
gradually die-off and release their seeds, which will be lost to the next 
generation. The current view is that maximum species diversity would be 
found under intermediate burning frequencies.  In Fynbos, south of the 
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Outeniqua mountain range, the minimum fire return interval is thought to be 
between 12 and 14 years, whilst the maximum fire return interval is between 
15 and 30 years (Anon 2010). 

 
 

2.5 Veld Management Units and Status of Veld as of June 2013 
Previous authors and planners have drafted practical and effective 
management units for the construction of firebreaks and the management of 
veld in the WBPNR. These will not be changed in this plan and will continue to 
form the basis of the prescriptions and Annual Plan of Operations (APO), 
(Appendix 1).  
 
Field inspections were conducted in 2013 during May and June and the 
following brief observations have been recorded for the respective 
management units.  
 
 
2.5.1 Firebreaks 

Firebreak E-F (738 m): Running roughly west to east passing through two 
moist gullies. Bordered on the northern side by heavily invaded property 
comprising predominantly Eucalyptus species, but including Pinus and Acacia 
species as well. Numbers of alien seedlings were observed sprouting in the 
firebreak. Many of them have simply coppiced after having been cut, either 
during the firebreak preparation, or during follow-up operations. This has 
caused many of them to have large root systems and are thus more difficult to 
remove.  
 

 
Large volumes of material originating from the Eucalyptus trees have fallen 
across the firebreak. This debris obviously poses a risk and has been cleared 
from the firebreak. It has however been stacked in the adjoining fynbos where 
it has suppressed regeneration quite significantly. In addition it poses a risk as 
under extreme conditions a fire will burn more intensely in the stacks and 
sterilise the soil under the stacks. Regrowth under and in the immediate area 
surrounding the stacks is stunted.  
 

Note 5: It is recommended that seedlings be extracted by hand removing 
the root systems. This can take place following rains, or when the firebreak 
itself is brushcut. 

Note 4: It is recommended that Fynbos on the WBPNR be burnt on a cycle 
of between 12-14 years. Furthermore, the Advisory Group may enlist the 
services of a fire ecologist, or botanist, to ensure that rare plant species are 
threatened when a prescribed burn is to take place. 
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Carpobrotus species (sour fig) have spread over large areas of the break. 
There is little evidence that these communities have been disturbed and the 
Estate Manager, Paul Nombayeka, has confirmed this. 

 
Firebreak F – G (304 m): Running roughly north to south but similar to E-F 
with dense alien infestation along western boundary.  This break has a 
warmer aspect and the fuel lying on the surface is as a result a lot drier.  
 
Notes (5, 6 and 7) have relevance here, particularly with regard to the removal 
of debris to the western side of the firebreak. 
 
Firebreak I-J (485 m): Grassy internal firebreak starting under the power 
lines in the north, and protecting the indigenous forest to the west. Break is 
clean and well maintained. Some consideration will need to be given to the 
frequency and period when the firebreak is cut or mown so as to minimise the 
risk posed by the dead material left after the mowing operation. 
 
Firebreak L-M (518m): Very grassy internal firebreak established across 
steep slope running north south behind, or to the west, of the residential area.  
Roughly follows contour. Whilst this break, like the others is cut regularly, 
some Erica and other fynbos plants have been allowed to continue growing in 
the middle of the break. This does pose a risk because the break is situated 
on a steep slope and any fire starting from the housing area could cross the 
break at this point and enter the Nature Reserve.  At the same time a number 
of overarching trees were found that crossed from the residential side to the 
nature reserve and vice versa. These are in effect “ladder fuels” which can 
cause a runaway fire to cross into the reserve as well.  
The vegetation between the break and the houses is very mature and 
consists of a large volume of dry material that under severe weather 
conditions can burn quite readily. Embers could quite easily cross the break 
because of the steep slope. 
Some garden material in plastic bags was found lying in the breaks. This is in 
contravention of the original Environmental Management Plan (Avierinos and 
Grange 1997) and the policy as laid out in Wessels, (2006). 

Note 6: It is recommended that in future all material removed from the 
firebreak be stacked along the common boundary alongside the sources of 
the debris. Care should be taken to avoid any fencing poles if there are 
any. Stacks may to some extent inhibit the progress of a ground fire from 
spreading rapidly from neighbouring property.   

Note 7: Carpobrotus species are well known for their fire resistant 
properties and are frequently planted in areas to reduce the spread of wild 
fires. It is thus important that these plants be encouraged to grow 
particularly around fixed assets. Contractors need to be advised not to 
injure or remove these plants when brush cutting or hoeing firebreaks. 
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Firebreak N-A1 (105 m):  Internal break similar to L-M with some sections 
being even steeper. Vegetation in adjoining Block 1 is woody and dense. 
 
 
Firebreak A-B (599 m): Break defining southern boundary of WBPNR   
running east west.  Dense alien vegetation occurs on neighbouring property to 
the south.  Very mature trees “raining” seeds into block 1 where there is some 
regeneration of alien species. Western-most section of break ends in deep 
moist gully where branches from large trees cross part of the firebreak. 
An intense crown fire from the adjoining property will spread easily into the 
WBPNR. Notes (5, 6 and 7) have reference.  
 
Firebreak B-C (783m): Long north to south firebreak defining southern half of 
western boundary.  Dense alien vegetation occurs, particularly on 
southernmost section of break where large loads of material from Eucalyptus 
trees have fallen. Notes (5, 6 and 7) have reference. 
The break has very steep slopes and there is a risk of surface erosion being 
caused when the break is brush cut, care will need to be exercised when 
working there. 
 
Firebreak C–D (314m): Belt running roughly east to west on steep northern 
face with dense infestation on southern boundary. Break appears narrower at 
stages and construction of break needs to be closely monitored to ensure it is 
adequate.   
 
Firebreak H1-J (264m): Short internal break running southwards from H1, on 
the edge of the developed area, to J on the edge of the Phantom Forest Eco 
Resort. Surface area well covered with grass with no signs of erosion.  
 
 
Firebreak G-H (582m): Steep moist southern aspect firebreak starting at 
northern most beacon of property (G) running eastwards to H.  
Very mature stands of Eucalyptus, Acacia and Pinus species grow along the 
entire length of the firebreak to the north. 
 
Dense litter found on particularly the level sections of the break, while the 
moist conditions enable the grassy areas to grow rapidly. The break is 
bordered on the south by Block 10 that is particularly moist. The break and 
the Block together form a secure barrier for surface fires threatening the 
development to the south.  
 
Firebreak D-E (201m): Running northwards from D to E along the 
Rheenendal Road reserve that is heavily infested with Acacia mearnsii (black 
wattle). The break is on a steep eastern aspect and although well covered 
with vegetation, there is a possibility of erosion to be aware of. The break is 

Note 8: Firebreaks should be cleared of all material when constructed. 
Leaving vegetation in the break defeats the objective of the break.  Tall 
trees overhanging the break should be debranched or removed. 
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relatively dry and significant debris from the road reserve falls, or rolls, onto 
the break. The fence has been removed about 100m south of the western 
gate allowing free access to the reserve from the road. 
Break slightly wider than other breaks. 
 
 
2.5.2 Blocks 

 
Block 1 (23 ha): Largest block in southernmost section of the Reserve. There 
is a mix of Leucadendron and Erica type fynbos of varying ages. Part of the 
Block was burnt in a veld fire in 2007, however the dominant age has been 
estimated at 15 years. 
 
Block subject to alien infestation from properties to the south and east, and, 
likely sources of wild fire emanating from these properties. 

Note 9: Large Eucalyptus trees on the northern boundary of the block, at 
the picnic site, have over the years developed a large fuel load that does 
suppress the vegetation quite significantly around the wetland. Although 
the risk of fire is minimal, the branches and trees themselves do pose a 
risk to visitors s they are likely to fall at any time. It is thus recommended 
that a contractor remove the trees, on condition that the logs are removed 
as well. Larger branches can be cut up on site for firewood.    

 
Figure 1: Firebreaks and corresponding lengths of each After Wessels (2006). E1 to K will not be 

constructed unless it forms part of a prescribed burn.  
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Block 2 (5 ha): Cool southern aspect slope of predominantly Erica formosa 
type fynbos. Not heavily invested with alien vegetation. Age estimation 8 
years. 
 
Block 3 (24 ha): This block, east of the Phantom Pass road, is not fire driven. 
It is situated within the Knysna Lagoon Lake Area, and thereby borders on the 
Garden Route National Park. 
 
This Block is almost exclusively wetland dominated by semi-aquatic species 
that include reeds, sedges and salt marsh plants.  Under very extreme 
conditions, such as long drought, this vegetation could burn, but the likelihood 
is extremely minimal.  There is no threat to the development on the WBPNR 
as the Phantom Pass road and vegetation provides a secure buffer zone. 
Of interest however, is the development of dry islands within the lagoon where 
tree species have become established.  One of these islands has been 
utilized by the WBPNR to establish a picnic spot.  A board walk and basic 
picnic facilities have been built on this island.  Access to this spot, although 
not clearly visible, is open to visitors and passers-by on the Phantom Pass 
road.   
 
Block 4 (3 ha). Predominantly mature Leucadendron fynbos with signs of 
senescence and the associated decrease in species diversity. The indigenous 
Afromontane forest on its eastern and western boundaries surrounds this 
block. Precursor forest tree species such as Virgilia oroboides (Keur) and 
Rapanea melanophloeos (Boekenhout) have become well established, 
indicating that the area is developing into an indigenous forest.  

 
 
Block 5 (7.7 ha). Predominantly Leucadendron and Erica formosa fynbos of 
varying age. Previously heavily infested area that has been successfully 
cleared with previous operations. Some infestation of Acacia species between 
2-3 years of age observed. Veld age varies from 5 years to over 20 years of 
age. Large wooded areas of Virgilia oroboides (Keur) established on the 
north-eastern corner of the block may be excluded from a prescribed burn.  
  
Block 6 (7.8 ha): Similar to Block 5, with Leucadendron and Erica 
communities.   Evidence that intensive clearing operations have taken place, 
Stacks, and stack remnants are evident. Mature block with vegetation in the 
region of 10 to 15 years.  
 
 

Note 10: Fires in this block would set the indigenous forest margins back 
quite significantly. Repeated or frequent fires will ultimately decrease the 
area of the indigenous forest. This is a very small compartment and it is 
recommended that a determined effort be made to exclude fire entirely from 
the area. Any wildfire in the vicinity should be aggressively suppressed. It is 
further recommended that students be encouraged to study the transition of 
the area to forest.  
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Block 7 (16 ha): Block bisected by ridge running east to west, and therefore 
having dry northern aspect and moist southern aspect components. Southern 
aspect comprising predominantly Erica formosa type vegetation, while the 
northern aspect is predominantly Leucadendron type fynbos. Western 
boundary of block is subject to alien invasion from dense stands of Pinus 
species on neighbouring properties. Ages estimated to be 8 years. 
 
Block 8 (7 ha). Fynbos comprising Leucadendron, Brunia and Erica formosa 
types. Northern section of block had a control burn in 2008, while eastern 
section was burnt in 2005. Some of the veld has been subject to spot burning 
from a fire burning in neighbouring alien vegetation stands during 2012 ( pers. 
comm W. Lubbe, 2013). 
 
Block 9 (< 2 ha). Small triangular unit surrounded almost entirely by alien 
vegetation. Debris from firebreak F-G has been dumped in the block with the 
same impacts as reported for Firebreak E-F. Block was previously heavily 
infested with alien vegetation and there are signs that this area will have to be 
cleared for some time still. Vegetation, which is mostly Leucadendron type 
fynbos, is mature. 

 

Note 11: It is recommended that fuel reduction burns be conducted on this 
block at a shorter cycle than in the other blocks. This narrow triangular 
shape forms a perfect buffer zone for the indigenous forest to the south, as 
well as the developed areas to the east. 

 
Figure 2: Block boundaries and respective areas in hectare. After Wessels (2006) 
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Block 10 (2.4 ha): Narrow Block along northern boundary. Extremely moist, 
bordering on wetland. Mixed fynbos with Leucadendron individuals older than 
20 years. Kystervaring and Boekenhout appearing on lower reaches of the 
eastern extreme of the Block. 
 
Block 11. The Phantom Forest Eco Reserve 
The Phantom Forest Eco Resort is managed as a separate entity within the 
WBPNR. It comprises a mix of established and emerging dry high 
Afromontane Forest. The areas to the north and east of the main access road 
to the lodge, however, consist of very mature and senescent fynbos. There 
are signs that fire exclusion has allowed for the establishment of pioneer 
forest species. In general though the fynbos species diversity appears to have 
dropped significantly.  The area is situated on a hot and dry northern aspect 
and is as a result highly combustible.  
 
As illustrated in Figure 3, it is recommended that a sub block be established in 
Block 11, to create a “sub” Block 11a.  Block 11a will then be burnt in 
accordance to the schedule in Table 3 to reduce the risk of runaway fire, and 
to maintain a vibrant fynbos buffer zone around the forested area. 
 
 

2.6 Identified Veld Fire Hazards, Associated Risks and Appropriate 
Mitigation Measures. 
A fire “hazard” could be anything that has the potential to ignite a fire, while 
the fire “risk” is the probability that the hazard can cause a fire to start. 
  
In this chapter we will identify hazards that have the potential of starting a fire 
within or on the WBPNR, identify the probable risk and then make 
recommendations for minimising those risks. 

2.7 Fire Prevention 
Most fires, and all veld fires threatening the WBPNR, are preventable. If we 
understand the potential causes and origin of fires, as described in the 
previous section, then we are able to take actions that will limit the spread of, 
or even reduce the ignition of these fires.   
 
 
2.7.1 Firebreaks 

The WBPNR has an adequate system of firebreaks and firebelts as illustrated 
in the map (Figure 1). 
 
Breaks are to be maintained at a width of at least 10 metres. Wessels (2006) 
recommended that breaks on steep slopes this should be increased to include 
a 3-5-metre wide brushcut strip above the break (top slope). This however 
has not been done on all firebreaks and will increase the cost significantly. 
Furthermore it may increase the risk of ignition as more dry flammable litter is 
left on the edge of the Block. It is thus recommended that this practice be 
discontinued. 
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Table 1. Hazards, Risks and Mitigation. 

Hazard Risk Mitigation Measures 

ESKOM power lines run 
across the property from the 
eastern boundary up to and 
across the western 
boundary. In addition 
transformer boxes have been 
built on the ground with 
inadequate clearance around 
them. 

There is a significant risk that 
if the insulators are not 
regularly cleaned and 
serviced, that the power lines 
can arc directly to the ground 
starting a veld fire. 
Also, if vegetation is allowed 
to grow to within reach of the 
lines, that a short-circuit can 
be created and this can start 
a fire.  

An agreement must be 
reached with ESKOM to 
ensure that they service the 
lines and in particular the 
insulators regularly. 
 
It is normally the 
responsibility of ESKOM in 
terms of its servitude 
agreements, to clear the 
vegetation below the lines.  
 
These agreements need to 
be confirmed by the Board 
and are attached to this plan 
as an appendix.  
 

Neighbouring properties 
along southern, western and 
northern properties are 
heavily infested with alien 
vegetation, and do not have 
firebreaks, or any form of 
Fire Management. 

There is a continual risk that 
fires can spread from any of 
these areas, not only ground 
fires, but given the nature of 
the fuel type, aerial ember 
ignition is a very real 
possibility, and indeed has by 
some accounts already 
occurred.   

Negotiation with independent 
landowners can take place. 
Assistance from the 
Southern Cape FPA can be 
sought in this regard.  
 
The points raised in chapter 
3 of this document have 
special relevance.  
 

The western gate, and length 
of the western boundary are 
remote and seldom visited. 
The vegetation in the road 
reserve is not managed and 
is highly combustible. 
Firewood collectors have 
been observed working in the 
road reserve and the gate 
itself is a gathering point for 
passers-by.  
 

Passers-by and the 
woodcutters could easily 
start fires, either from 
smoking, or at times cooking 
fires.  
 
Whilst the D-F firebreak does 
provide protection, the fact is 
that there is a large volume 
of heavy dry material within 
the road reserve that could 
burn intensely and threaten 
the WBPNR. The break is 
steep and burning material 
can easily roll down the slope 
into the reserve. 
 

The Rheenendal road is a 
Provincial road and the 
Provincial Department of 
Transport should be 
approached to address the 
hazard within the road 
reserve. The Assistance of 
the Southern Cape Fire 
Protection Association 
should be sought in this 
respect. 
During red days, when the 
risk of fire is particularly high, 
then it may be worthwhile to 
conduct brief and occasional 
visits to ensure that the 
western boundary is safe.  

 
 
Breaks should be brushcut on a 6 monthly basis to reduce grass fuel loads.  
All breaks should be completed before the commencement of the winter and 
summer fire seasons, i.e. in March and October. 
All material within the break should be removed. This includes overhanging 
branches from surrounding vegetation. Alien regrowth found within the break 
should be removed by the roots. All dry fuel load material (branches and bark) 
originating mostly from surrounding vegetation should be raked and stacked 
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on the side opposite to the natural vegetation. Debris on internal Breaks 
should be collected to the lower edge of the break. 
 
Care should be taken on particularly steep slopes that erosion is not caused 
by severe raking. Hoeing (skoffeling) of breaks within the reserve has never, 
and should never, be practiced.  
 
The Firebreak Schedule in Appendix 1 can be used to calculate the costs, 
which are based on the “person day unit norms”, used by Erasmus (2007). 
The Schedule is an Excel worksheet that should be used as a guideline to 
determine the costs of each firebreak. Furthermore it can be used to 
determine annual budgets and draft the Annual Plan of Operations.  Unit 
costs change all the time and these need to be adjusted to increase accuracy.  
Note should be taken that the Schedule is only a tool that can be used to 
provide a guideline of costs. 
 

 
2.7.2 Prescribed Burns 

Prescribed burns, also called controlled burns, are to be carried out in the 
fynbos blocks to achieve biodiversity objectives. In addition, regular burns will 
establish an area of young veld around the fixed assets thereby reducing the 
threat of wild fire. As discussed earlier, blocks should be burnt on a rotation of 
12-14 years. Table 2 provides a schedule of burns to be conducted over the 
next 5 years. 
 

Table 2. Schedule of controlled burns 

Block 
Year of Next 
Prescribed 

Burn 

Estimated 
Age at time 
of burn, yrs. 

5, 6 2013/14 19, 16 
1, 11a 2014/15 15, 18 
9 2016/17 17 
7, 2 2017/18 12 
8, 10 2018/19 12-19 

 
Burns could take place in late spring, but should preferably be planned for 
early autumn. 

For the record: A “firebreak” is a break in the vegetation that is constructed by hoeing, cutting 
or burning the vegetation to create a barrier that will slow down a fire, or at best, even stop a 
fire. This seldom happens, but a firebreak is more often used under ideal conditions to “counter 
fire” or “back burn” against an approaching fire. A “Fire belt” on the other hand is a natural 
barrier, such as a river or lake, which can also slow down the approach of a fire. Constructed 
features such as roads can also be used as fire belts. 
 
Previous planners have ensured that the WBPNR has a network of well-constructed firebreaks 
and fire belts that form an effective foundation for the management of fire. It is thus essential 
that both firebreaks and fire belts be well maintained to ensure their efficacy.  
 
The rest of the reserve has been divided into management “blocks” that are also called units or 
compartments. Their purpose is to enable accurate and consistent mapping, management and 
record keeping.   
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2.7.3 Prescribed Burn Protocols 

Burning veld under controlled conditions entails a range of legal implications. 
The Advisory Group may thus only continue with any burn in consultation with 
the Fire Protection Officer (FPO) of the Southern Cape Fire Protection 
Association (SCFPA).  A meeting has to be called between the Advisory 
Group and the FPO so that the prescribed burn can be discussed. It is 
recommended that the SCFPA FPO and staff do the planning for the burn, as 
well as conduct the burn itself. The SCFPA has access to trained and 
equipped Working on Fire teams that can be used at nominal cost as the 
WBPNR is a member of the SCFPA. 
 
When planning the burn it is important to take the following into account: 
 

 The prescribed block needs to be inspected on site. The Advisory 
Group and the SCFPA team need to decide what the ideal weather 
conditions should be for the safe completion of the burn. This will 
determine the date the burn is to take place; 
 

 A map of the block is to be drawn up detailing contours, elevation, 
compass and scale. The tracers and breaks to be constructed in 
preparation of the burn are to be included, as well as relevant ignition 
points, and placement of backup equipment; 

 

 Additional representation from the Local Municipality Fire Brigade 
should contribute to the planning process. Private assistance could 

Figure 3: Veld age map indicating distribution of various age classes in respective 

numbered blocks. Note addition of block 11a, estimated to be in excess of 18 years.  Map 
compiled by Shaun Swanepoel and finalised by Paul Bucholz. 
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also be appointed to represent the interests of the Board and the 
Advisory Group; 

 

 The SCFPA, and Municipalities need to advise all neighbouring 
landowners that the burn is to take place, and wherever possible, they 
should receive their approval in writing. The Advisory Group will need 
to advise all homeowners in the WBPNR of the day the burn is to take 
place and the possible impact this can have on their swimming pools, 
wash lines and curtains. 

 
Once planning for the burn is complete the FPO and staff will monitor weather 
closely to pick the best conditions for a successful burn to take place. There 
are very few “window” periods when the ideal conditions for safe and effective 
burning exist, and all staff need to be on standby for rapid mobilisation when 
necessary. Historic records indicate that there are at least 6-12 days during 
the periods September-October, and March-April when conditions are ideal to 
burn. Conditions to look out for are: 
 

o Mild temperatures less than 250 C; 
o Wind speeds less than 15 kph; 
o Relative Humidity above 50%; 
o Preferably some light rains 4-5 days ahead of the scheduled burn; 

 

The burn itself will take place under the control of the Incident Commander 
(IC) appointed in terms of the Incident Command System used by Fire 
Management authorities throughout South Africa.  
 
The IC will: 
 

 Be in overall control of all resources; 
 Take all decisions; 
 Will ensure that safety rules are adhered to at all times; 
 Arrange for the patrol and mopping up operations to be conducted 

when the burn is completed;  
 

 2.8 Defensible spaces, and the fire proofing of structures. 

There are a large number of structures on the WBPNR, including houses, 
implications reception and gate buildings, fences as well as water tanks. 
Whilst veldfires are inevitable, it is possible to prevent any structure from 
being destroyed or damaged by a veld fire. Most structures on the WBPNR 
already have adequate ground protection and this should be maintained. 
There is however a persistent risk of ignition from “aerial embers” being blown 
by strong winds from veld fires in the vicinity, and it is strongly advised that 
adequate precautions are taken to reduce this hazard. Houses should be the 
responsibility of homeowners and the following steps should be taken to help 
“fire-proof” their home. 
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Figure 5:  Dry leaf litter in gutter. 

Photo Zane Erasmus.  

 

 Vegetation around structures 
should be modified by removing ladder 
fuels, and thinning out dense thickets; 
 

 A “fuel exclusion zone” of about 
10 metres, should be maintained 
around each structure. This, depending 
on the circumstances, should be 
comprised of non-flammable vegetation 
as far as possible. It could include 
mown lawn, or fire resistant species like 
Carpobrotus, Aloe and Rhus (Anon 

2001); 
 

 Clear all dry material such as leaves and twigs from roofs and gutters 
each year prior to the start of the fire season; 
 

 Remove alien invasive trees where practical (replant with indigenous, 
more fire-resistant species); 
 

 Remove all tree branches, or vegetation material that overhang or 
reaches building roofs; 
 

 Remove all flammable and dead vegetation around buildings 
particularly close to doors, windows and under patios or verandas; 
 

 Ensure that wooden frames, verandas and decks are treated with fire-
retardant; 
 

 Ensure all roofing material is sealed and anchored. Corrugated iron 
sheets should not have gaps or openings, tiles have to be complete 
and all joints sealed;  
 

 All eaves should be boxed in. No 
 roof structures should be 
 exposed; 
 

 Ventilating bricks or openings  
 should be clear of dry material, 
 and should be covered with sieve 
 material to prevent the sparks and 
 embers from entering structures; 
 

 Thatch roofs should have external 
sprinklers that are tested each year for 
efficiency; 
 

 LP gas cylinders should be 
isolated and located away from doors, 

 
Figure 4: Ladder Fuels, lead flames to the 

canopy of larger trees and to the rooftops 
of buildings. 
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Figure 7: Unguarded chimney in close 

proximity to thatch roof. Leaf litter on 
fibre glass roofing. Photo Zane 
Erasmus 

 

drains, windows or any area where gas can accumulate;  
 

 Keep firewood piles and compost heaps away from building walls or 
vegetation;  

 Ensure that all electrical wiring that is not exposed above ground; 
 

 Ensure that access routes to and around structures are open, clear 
and well maintained;  

 

A generic Fire Risk Assessment Form is attached as Appendix 2. This form 
can be used by each homeowner as a check list to identify any fire hazards 
before the start of the fire season. It is also possible to calculate the level of 
risk of each house, ranging from “Low Risk”, recommended, to “Extreme 
Risk”. 

2.9   Fire Awareness 
The broad community, ranging from residents,  visitors and workers on the 
WBPNR, as well as neighbours, need to be informed of the inherent risk of 
living and working in the natural environment of the southern Cape. The 
following actions can be taken to raise fire awareness amongst the 
community: 
 
2.9.1 Residents:  

 Hold an annual meeting at which the status of the Fire Management Plan 
and related activities can be explained; 
 

 Forward Fire Danger Indexes, received from the Southern Cape Fire 
Protection Association (SCFPA), regularly to all residents (see paragraph 
2.11.1); 

 
Figure 6: Litter below 

wooden deck. One flick of a 
cigarette? Photo Zane 
Erasmus 
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 Circulate information and material related to the fireproofing of properties 
available on following web sites http://www.firewisesa.org.za   
http://www.firewise.org/communities.aspx; 
 

 Maintain a fire information board at the southern and northern gates as 
illustrated in figure 8; 

 
The FFA Non Profit Company runs the National FireWise Initiative. If 
residents wish they can apply for training and registration as a FireWise 
Community. Details are available from the FireWise web site provided above. 
 
2.9.2 Visitors 

Many visitors do not come from fire prone environments and are not aware of 
the local risks. It is thus important that hosts advise visitors of these.  
Adequate signage on the footpaths already exists which can warn hikers of 
the dangers.  
It is advised that on dangerous days, i.e. orange and red, that visitors be 
advised to pay particular caution, and most importantly, are provided with a 
contact number should any fire be 
detected in the area. 
 
2.9.3 Contractors and Workers  

Only contractors that have 
undergone the basic fireline training 
as prescribed by the Forest 
Education Training Authority (FETA) 
should be permitted to work on the 
WBPNR. Training certificates should 
not be older than two years.  
Workers should preferably not work 
red days. 
 
2.9.4 Neighbours 

Support of the SCFPA should be 
sought to persuade neighbours to 
join the FPA itself. Failing this then 
pre fire season meetings should be 
arranged when special Agreements 
of Mutual Assistance could be 
agreed to. 
 
 

2.10 Law Enforcement  
Uncontrolled wild veld fires can lead to excessive monetary loss and can 
endanger lives. Also the cost of fire suppression operations can cost millions. 

 
Figure 8: Example of FDI notice board. 

The arrow is set each day to the relevant 
FDI. Illustration supplied by CapeNature. 

 

http://www.firewisesa.org.za/
http://www.firewise.org/communities.aspx
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For example, a helicopter used in a rapid response role could cost a 
landowner as much as R35, 000 an hour. 

 
The NVFFA is specifically written to protect the landowner who has suffered 
losses. Should the WBPNR be in a position where a runaway fire from a 
neighbour has caused losses, then it is strongly  advised that a fire expert is 
appointed to conduct a wild fire investigation to determine origin and cause of 
a fire. This information is critical should claims be submitted to an Insurance 
company or if a case is defended in a court of law. 
 
 

2.11 Fire Protection 
Fire protection is a reference to all the activities that are conducted to deal 
with wild fires should they occur. The maintenance of infra-structure installed 
specifically for this function may include anything ranging from water 
accessibility, communications, tools and training. The WBPNR is a relatively 
small area reliant on the assistance from formal Fire Management structures. 
However, it is strongly advised that attention be paid to the following:  

 
2.11.1 Fire detection and reporting. 

The earlier a fire is detected the sooner an action can be taken to limit the 
spread. Obviously all fires are small when they start and it pays to respond 
quickly. Most large organisations rely on fire lookouts, camera detection 
systems, and even satellites to detect fires. In the case of the WBPNR this is 
not practical. However it is important that all residents have the contact 
number of the closest District Municipality Number to report a fire. This 
number should be brought to the attention of visitors by way of signboards or 
maps.  Any fire should be reported, irrespective of size and location. As much 
detail as possible should be provided, bearing in mind that information as 
advised in paragraph 7.4 may be required. 

 
Figure 9: Illustration of home with adequate "defensible space" . Whilst 

the example illustrated here has been drafted for a deciduous forest, one 
should bear in mind that the specifications are applicable for any highly 
flammable environment, such as that in which the homes in WBPNR are 
constructed. Illustration http://takeresponsibility.cafirealliance.com/downloads/FactSheet.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9: Identifying some of the hazards around your home 

http://takeresponsibility.cafirealliance.com/downloads/FactSheet.pdf
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A National Fire Danger Rating system is applied in South Africa as prescribed 
in the NVFFA.  The South African Weather Services provide a daily Fire 
Danger Index (FDI) that gives an indication of the likelihood of a fire in a 
specific area. A four day FDI forecast is provided enabling managers to 
predict conditions well in advance, and to place measures in place to mitigate 
any threats. The local FPA supplies all members with the daily FDI’s. It is 
recommended that the SCFPA forward the FDI’s to the Chairman of the 
Board, who in turn should forward these to homeowners. 
 
2.11.2 Tools and equipment 

The WBPNR does not have access to resources to suppress fires on the 
reserve and will utilise services provided by the local authorities. It is however 

recommended that each 
household have basic some 
basic hand tools to combat fires 
that may start on their properties. 
A standard Class A type fire 
extinguisher of at least 5kg 
should be handy to extinguish 
small fires starting on the 
property. Other hand tools, such 
as fire beaters, are only effective 
if used in combination with other 
tools, and as a combined 
operation. Some form of training 
is also required to use them 
effectively. It is thus 
recommended that no other hand 
tools be kept on the properties. 

 
Table 3: Telephone numbers at the time of print 
 

 
Knysna Local Municipality Fire Brigade Services 
 

044 302 6400 

SCFPA Chairman – Paul Gerber 
 
SCFPA Eastern Region Manager – Dirk Smit 
 
SCFPA Knysna Extension Officer - Danie Gräbe 

 
082 805 5840 

 
072 785 2742 

 
082 936 7780 

 

 
Management Unit Warden 
 

Not yet determined 

 
Figure 10: Fire Danger indexes. The index is 

calculated using a complex equation based on 
relative humidity, wind history, temperature and 
fuel moisture content. 
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One exception may by a hosepipe that could be used to dampen vegetation, 
roofs or small spot fires started by aerial ignitions when there is a fire in the 
vicinity. 
 
A mobile fire-fighting unit was observed at the residence of Mr Warren Lubbe.  
This unit that fits on the back of a bakkie could be used in a rapid response 
mode to respond to small fires on the WBPNR . It is recommended that the 
unit be serviced regularly, and tested before the start of the fire season.  A 
block and tackle, and log frame system, should be built to allow the unit to be 
safely lowered onto the back of a bakkie.  Rapid refilling points need to be 
established on the WBPNR. It is proposed that gravitation tanks be erected at 
the three reservoir sites, i.e. one at the Warren Lubbe residence serving the 
Phantom Forest Eco Resort, one at the bottom of the North Road serving the 
northern residences, and one above erf number 1 serving the southern 
residences.  This will allow the unit to be refilled rapidly and will provide an 
excellent initial attack to any fire on the WBPNR.  
 
An additional Mobile Unit as well as fire-fighting hand tools have been stored 
in the Boat Yard for utilisation by Paul Nombayeka the Estate Manager and 
his team.  These resources may be used when conducting prescribed burns, 
or for wild fire suppression, only when done so under the supervision of either 
the Municipal Fire Brigades or SCFPA personnel. It will be the responsibility of 
these organisations to ensure that Paul  and his team are trained and capable 
of operating safely in a wild fire environment. 
 
2.11.3 Training 

Veld fires are extremely dangerous and no one should be involved unless 
they have received prior training. The SCFPA organises training for its 
members and it is recommended that Board of Trustee members avail 
themselves at any opportunity offered. The FireWise Communities initiative 
also provides training and residents will benefit should they opt to pursue this 
option. It is also recommended that should the mobile unit equipment 
discussed in paragraph 8.2 be accepted, that selected staff from the Phantom 
Forest Eco Resort be trained as a “proto team” to operate the equipment 
safely and effectively. 
 
We strongly advise that Paul Nombayeka and his team receive basic fireline 
instruction in accordance to the SAQA standards set by the Forest Industry 
Education and Training Authority, and that refresher courses as required are 
presented every two years. 
 
2.11.4  Partnerships, Agreements and Membership of Fire Protection 

Associations. 

Wild veld fires do not respect boundaries or office hours. It is essential 
therefore that any veld fire risk be attended to jointly by all landowners in the 
area. The SCFPA is the legal forum that ensures that there is mutual concern, 
effort and resources invested into the management of veld fires. However 
since some landowners do not belong to the SCFPA, it is recommended that 
a formal approach be made to the landowners themselves to join the FPA. 
Failing this they could be offered the option into a joint agreement for the 
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preparation of firebreaks, removal of alien vegetation or assistance in fire 
suppression efforts. The SCFPA should assist in these meetings and 
negotiations. 
 
It is also recommended that agreements be established with the Provincial 
Roads Department to clear the road reserve on the Rheenendal and Phantom 
Pass roads. 
 
ESKOM should be clearing beneath the powerlines in terms of a servitude 
agreement.  
 
An agreement is in place between the WBPNR and the Phantom Forest Eco 
Reserve, regarding the placement of the firebreak on the north east side of 
the reserve. Another agreement is in place between the WBPNR and the 
Westerford Bridge Home Owners Association regarding the management of 
the land and firebreaks between the reserve and the private properties. (The 
authors have not seen copies of these agreements, however, it is 
recommended that these agreements be reviewed periodically by the Board, 
and that copies be kept with this document to allow easy reference). 
 
 

 

2.11.5 Wildfire Response  

While residents and staff of the WBPNR 
may be able to attend to a small fire on 
their properties, they are not expected to 
attend to any “extended” fire attack or 
operations. This is the function and 
responsibility of the local municipal fire 
brigade and the SCFPA staff. 
 
Should there however be a large fire on 
or threatening the WBPNR then it is 
important that everyone understand how 

he or she should respond.  Board members, if they have received SCFPA 
endorsed training, will be aware of the resources and command structures 
utilised at the scene of a fire and will be aware of who to communicate with. It 
is advisable that residents remain at their homes to keep a lookout for any fire 
ignited by aerial embers. It is unlikely that a situation may arise whereby 
residents will be instructed to evacuate. Should this instruction however be 
given by the Incident Commander (usually the Fire Chief) then it is most likely 
residents will be advised to move to the Phantom Forest Road. 

 
Figure 11: Mobile Unit at the residence of 

Mr Warren Lubbe. Photo Zane Erasmus. 
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Residents need to be aware that in a large veld fire large volumes of smoke 
are generated, and, depending on the wind conditions, it may become 
extremely difficult to breathe. Anyone suffering from asthma is advised to 
leave the area until it is safe to return. The Fire Brigades and SCFPA staff will 
require access to the WBPNR, to the fire and to any homes threatened by the 
fire. It is thus important that the gates be opened to allow access. An 
arrangement will need to be made with the SCFPA and the fire brigades to 
maintain security during emergencies. 
 

 
 
  

 
Figure 12: Wild fire approaching Belvedere April 2013. Note spot fire in front of fire line.  
Photo taken by Sjoerd Schaaf. and posted on SCFPA Facebook site. 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=647839115230176&set=a.644358988911522.1073741827.1640123236128
60&type=1&permPage=1 
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3. Footpath and road maintenance 

3.1 Objective 
The footpaths and roads of the WBPNR were found to be in good condition 
throughout.   
 The core objective of these routes is to afford access for management 
purposes. As a secondary objective the infra structure can be used for 
recreation purposes. 

Table 4: Existing footpaths on WBPNR and status in July 2013 

Name 
Est. 

Distance 
Km’s 

Comment 

Fynbos trail 0,9 Seldom used. Subject to some erosion on 
lower reaches and along route to viewpoint. 
 

Forest walk 4,2 Some steep sections with steps subject to 
breakdown after regular use. 
 

Bush-buck ravine trail 0,3 Path should be at least 1,5 m wide. Clear 
overhanging branches. 

Contour path 0,4 Southern section of path very steep and 
needs close monitoring for erosion. 
 

Morgan’s knoll 0, 6 Section within firebreak is very steep and 
signs of erosion follow heavy use. Most 
popular route owing to the views offered. 
Steps may have to be constructed in 
firebreak section. 
 

Board walk 0,1 Accessible by public. Check for litter.  
 

Leopard trail 1,5 Very steep sections particularly in firebreak 
and section leading off Forest Walk.  
Construction and maintenance of steps 
essential. 
 

Cobbled roads  Well constructed only subject to damage 
subsequent to torrential rains and use by 
heavy vehicles.  
 

North road 0,5 Dirt road. Check drainage regularly. 
 

PFER roads  Cobbled section in good condition. Well 
used. Monitor for damage on very steep 
sections. Dirt road section should be 
checked regularly for erosion. 
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3.2 Recommendations 
The present road and path network is considered adequate to achieve all 
management objectives, including AIP control and Fire Management. 
All existing drains, culverts and water bars, should be maintained to ensure 
that rain water stays off the tread surface. After any heavy rainfall events it is 
recommended that all roads and footpaths be checked for signs of erosion or 
other damage. Erosion or blocked drains need to be repaired immediately. 
 
Mountain bikers could use the road network, but should not be allowed to use 
the footpath network.. 
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Appendix1 Firebreak Schedule

Firebreak Schedule -  Westford Bridge Private Nature Reserve 

All firebreaks to be constructed in March, and October 
 

Firebreak 
Name 

Length Area M2 
Brushcutting 

norm 

Brushcutting 
Units Req. 

Cost per 
unit R's 

Cost 
Brushcutting 

Units raking and 
stacking norm** 

Raking and 
Stacking Units 

Req. 

Cost 
Raking and 

Stacking 

Total Cost 
Firebreak 

R’s 

           
A-A1 204,1 2 041 1 unit per 400 M

2
  5 150 765,38 1 unit per 2000 M

2
  1 153.08 918.45 

A1-B 394,87 3 949 1 unit per 400 M
2
  10 150 1 480,76 1 unit per 2000 M

2
  2 296.15 1776.92 

B-C 782,91 7 829 1 unit per 400 M
2
  20 150 2 935,91 1 unit per 2000 M

2
  4 587.18 3523.10 

C-D 313,8 3 138 1 unit per 400 M
2
  8 150 1 176,75 1 unit per 2000 M

2
  2 235.35 1412.10 

D-E 201,13 2 011 1 unit per 400 M
2
  5 150 754,24 1 unit per 2000 M

2
  1 150.85 905.09 

E-F 737,85 7 379 1 unit per 400 M
2
  18 150 2 766,94 1 unit per 2000 M

2
  4 553.39 3320.33 

F-G 303,76 3 038 1 unit per 400 M
2
  8 150 1 139,10 1 unit per 2000 M

2
  2 227.82 1366.92 

G-H 581,59 5 816 1 unit per 400 M
2
  15 150 2 180,96 1 unit per 2000 M

2
  3 436.19 2617.16 

H1-J 263,51 2 635 1 unit per 400 M
2
  7 150 988,16 1 unit per 2000 M

2
  1 197.63 1185.80 

I-J 484,74 4 847 1 unit per 400 M
2
  12 150 1 817,78 1 unit per 2000 M

2
  2 363.56 2181.33 

L-M 517,77 5 178 1 unit per 400 M
2
  13 150 1 941,64 1 unit per 2000 M

2
  3 388.33 2329.97 

E1-K * 854,85 8 549 1 unit per 400 M
2
  

 
150 0,00 1 unit per 2000 M

2
  0 0 0 

A1-N 104,94 1 049 1 unit per 400 M
2
  3 150 393,53 1 unit per 2000 M

2
  1 78.71 472.23 

      
18 341,14 

  
3 668.24 22 009.40 

* Belt E1-K not constructed unless required for Prescribed Burn.  ** Includes removal of alien seedlings. 
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Appendix 2: Veld Fire Risk and Hazard Assessment Form 
(Assign a value to the appropriate element, and add all points to determine 
risk assessment)  

Element 
A. Means of Access 

Points Score Notes 

1. Entry & exit Roads    

a. Two or more roads in/out 0   

b. One road in/out 7   

2. Road width    

a. More than 6 m 0   

b. Moth than 6 m but less than 7 m  2   

c. Less than 6 m 4   

3. All-season road condition    

a. Surfaced road, grade less than 5% 0   

b. Surfaced road, grade greater than 5% 2   

c. Gravel, grade less than 5% 2   

d. Gravel, grade greater than 5% 5   

4. Municipal Fire Brigade Service Access    

a. Less than 9 m with turnaround 0   

b. More than 9 m with turnaround 2   

c. Less than 9 m with no turnaround 4   

d. More than or equal to 9 m with no turnaround 5   

5. Road Signs    

a. Present and reflective 0   

b. Present but no reflective 3   

c. Not present 5   

B. Vegetation (Fuel Models)    

1. Characteristics of dominant vegetation within adjacent to and on 
property. 

   

a. Light (Alpine grasses, coastal fynbos) 5   

b. Medium (short shrub and fynbos, moist savanna, gum, pine and wattle 
plantation) 

10   

c. Heavy (tall grass, mature mountain fynbos, dense woody alien plant 
invaders) 

20   

2. Defensible space    

a. More than 30 m of vegetation treated around property 1   

b. 22 m to 30 m of vegetation treated around the property  3   

c. 10 m to 21 m of vegetation treated around the property 10   

d. 9 m of vegetation treated around the structure(s) 25   

C. Dominant Topography within 100 m of structure/s    

1. Slope less than 5° 1   

2. Slope 6° to 10° 4   

3. Slope 11° to 15° 7   

4. Slope 16° to 20° 8   

5. Slope greater than 20° 10   

D. Additional Rating Factors (rate all that apply) Points  Notes 

1. Topographical features that negatively affect veldfire behaviour 
i.e. hot and dry northern slope aspects, gullies, kloofs 

0 - 5   

2. Sources of possible ignition that occur within the area assessed. Rate severity 
on a scale of 1 to 5: 

   

 Frequent lightning 0-5   

 Railways 0-5   

 Mountain passes 0-5   

 Power lines 0-5   

 Picnic and camping sites 0-5   

3. Areas that are periodically exposed to unusually severe fire weather and strong 0 - 5   
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dry winds 

4. Neighbour boundary density factor, or potential sources of accidental ignition (add 
number of properties or neighbours per km). 

   

 Less than 1 per km 1   

 2-4 per km 2   

 5-7 per km 3   

 7-10 per km 5   

 More than 10 per km 10   

E. Dominant Roofing Type    

1. Tin roof 0   

2. Slate or tile roof 3   

3. Asbestos roof 15   

4. Thatch 25   

F.  Dominant Building Construction Type    

1. Materials (dominant)    

a. Non-combustible/fire resistant walls, eaves & deck (stoep) 0   

b. Non-combustible/fire resistive wall, combustible deck (stoep) 5   

c. Combustible wall and deck (stoep) 10   

2. Building distance from the nearest slopes of 15 ° or more    

a. More than 10 m to slope 1   

b. Less than 10 m to slope 5   

G. Available Fire Protection    

1. Water Source Availability    

a. Pressurized water source availability 0-1   

b. Stand Alone pump 2   

c. Non-pressurized water source availability (off site) 3-5   

d. Water unavailable 10   

2. Organized Response Resources    

a. Station is less than 8 km from structure 1   

b. Station is more than 8 km from structure 3   

3.  Fire Detection Facility    

 Camera monitored 24 hour 1   

 Manned lookout 2   

 Alternative plan 4   

 Satellite 6   

 None 10   

H. Membership of Fire Protection Association/ FireWise community    

1. Yes  0   

2. No 20   

I. Safety Zone    

1. Does the community have a safety zone 0   

a. Barrier zone: 1.5 x the heights of the fuel. Refuge (FireWise) building 

(sufficient size), which is fire safe in a clearance, with very low fuel, with 
open space that is more than twice the height of surrounding vegetation. 

0   

b. Barrier zone: less than 1.5 x the height of the fuel. No building. 10   

c. No Safety or evacuation zone. 20   

Total    

   

 Total Points Risk Assessment 

1 Less than 40 Low Risk 

2 Between 40 and 64 Moderate Risk 

3 Between 65 and 109 High Risk 

4 Greater than 109 Extreme Risk 
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Appendix 3: Budget Estimates 
 
 

WBPNR Annual Plan of Operations - Budget Estimates 

    

1 = R1, 000  

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Firebreak Maintenance 44 46 49 51 53 56 

Fire Mngmt. Tools Mnt. 4 4 4 5 5 5 

Prescribed burns   60 63 66 35 73 

Road Repairs 5 5 6 6 6 6 

Footpath maintenance 3 3 3 3 4 4 

Consulting (Advisory) 21 22 23 24 26 27 

AIP Clearing 8 8 9 9 10 10 

Admin. 7 7 8 8 9 9 

Env. Audit     10     12 

Total 92 156 174 173 147 202 

 


